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5 Abstract—A large number of servers are interconnected using a specific datacenter network to deliver the infrastructure as a service

6 (IaaS). Multicast can jointly utilize the network resources and further reduce the consumption of network bandwidth more than

7 individual unicast. The source of a multicast service, however, does not need to be in a specific location as long as certain constraints

8 are satisfied. This means the multicast can have uncertain sources, which could reduce the network resource consumption more than

9 a traditional multicast service and further improve the quality of service. In this paper, we propose a novel reliable multicast service with

10 uncertain sources named ReMUS. The goal is to minimize the sum of the transfer cost and the recovery cost, although finding such

11 a ReMUS is very challenging. Thus, we design a source-based multicast method to solve this problem by exploiting the flexibility of

12 sources when no recovery nodes exist in the network. Furthermore, we design a general multicast method to jointly exploit the benefits

13 of uncertain sources and recovery nodes to minimize the total cost of ReMUS. We conduct extensive evaluations under Internet2 and

14 datacenter networks. The results indicate that our methods can efficiently realize the reliable and scalable multicast with uncertain

15 sources, irrespective of the settings of networks and multicasts. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the reliable

16 multicast service under uncertain sources.

17 Index Terms—Reliable multicast, data center, content replica, uncertain sources

Ç

18 1 INTRODUCTION

19 INFRASTRUCTURE as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud
20 computing, which enables tenants to multiplex computing,
21 storage and network resources in data centers. Multicast is an
22 efficientmethod for delivering the same content from a source
23 node to a group of destinations in those data centers. It can
24 considerably save the amount of consumption of network
25 resources more than a series of individual unicasts. Owing
26 to avoiding unnecessary traffic duplication in intermediate
27 nodes and links, multicast can effectively reduce the band-
28 width consumption by around 50 percent in backbone net-
29 works [1]. Meanwhile, multicast can release the loads of the
30 source node and associated network links [2].
31 A number of novel multicast methods have been proposed
32 recently and can be roughly divided into two categories. The
33 first one focuses on reducing the consumption of network
34 bandwidth. Many multicast services prefer to deliver the
35 same content to a group of destinations along a shortest-path

36tree, such as PIM-SM [3]. The multicast tree can reduce more
37bandwidth consumption if those shortest paths from the
38same source to the destinations share more links. The second
39one aims to ensure the reliable transmission of multicast.
40Nowadays, the reliable multicast becomes crucial in provid-
41ing reliable services formany important Internet and datacen-
42ter applications [4]. To achieve a reliable transmission of
43multicast, the source-based reliable multicast methods aim
44to recover the lost packets from the source node directly [5].
45It, however, suffers from the reliability and availability prob-
46lems since only one source node serves the recovery requests
47from all destinations. Accordingly, Shen et al. propose the
48Recover-aware Steiner Tree (RST) problem [6]. They intro-
49duce at least one recovery node between the source and each
50destination to facilitate the local loss recovery. Then, they
51design an approximation algorithm, RAERA, tominimize the
52sumof the tree cost and the recovery cost.
53Besides the above two categories, the traditional multi-
54cast experiences uncertain sources [7], [8] which bring new
55challenges and opportunities to the design of multicast
56methods. The root cause is the wide usage of the content
57replica strategy in various networks. For example, each file
58block in GFS [9] and HDFS [10] has at least two replicas
59besides the original one across the datacenter. Furthermore,
60many content delivery services have adopted the content
61replica design to improve its robustness and efficiency [11],
62[12]. Each replica of a given file has the capability to serve
63as a source node for a multicast transfer. That is, the source
64of a multicast does not need to be fixed at a specific location
65as long as certain constraints are satisfied. This brings the
66multicast with uncertain sources, which further reduces the
67consumption of the network bandwidth.
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68 In this paper, we reveal the reliable and bandwidth-
69 efficient multicast service with uncertain sources, named as
70 the ReMUS problem. A source node or recovery node will
71 retransmit lost packets towards a destination and incur the
72 recovery cost in the case of packet loss. The goal of ReMUS
73 is to jointly minimize the cost of transfers and recoveries for
74 the reliable multicast service. The ReMUS problem faces fun-
75 damental challenging issues. First, the bandwidth-efficiency
76 and reliability somehow conflict with each other. The use of
77 recovery nodes is effective for realizing the reliable multicast,
78 but can directly change the design of a multicast tree by
79 increasing the transfer cost. Second, the appearance of uncer-
80 tain sources incurs complicated impacts on the transfer cost
81 aswell as the recovery cost. Uncertain sources need to be care-
82 fully scheduled to reduce the transfer cost. Moreover, uncer-
83 tain sources are also helpful in reducing the recovery cost.
84 Hu et al. proposed the minimum cost forest (MCF) build-
85 ing method for the multicast with uncertain sources [7].
86 It aims to minimize the transfer cost by carefully exploiting
87 the flexibility of those uncertain sources, but does not support
88 reliable multicast transmission. The RAERA method moti-
89 vates to ensure the reliable transmission for the traditional
90 multicast with recovery nodes [6]. It, however, neither sup-
91 ports the multicast of uncertain sources nor considers the
92 cooperative use of uncertain sources and recovery nodes.
93 Despite multicast with uncertain sources or failures has been
94 studied individually, such prior methods and their simple
95 combinations remain inapplicable to the ReMUSproblem.
96 The challenge of ReMUS stems from the selection of
97 source nodes and recovery nodes and their impacts on rout-
98 ing cost. Thus, we propose two efficient methods to approx-
99 imate the optimal solution under two general scenarios.

100 If no recovery nodes exist in the network, the source-based
101 multicast method constructs the desired transfer forest,
102 where all sources in the forest act as the recovery proxies.
103 By contrast, a general building method of a multicast forest
104 is designed, given the number and locations of recovery
105 nodes. The building process of the multicast forest will
106 employ some necessary recovery nodes, which act as the
107 recovery proxies with some sources together if necessary.
108 Under both scenarios, an intrinsic constraint about the
109 forest is that each destination only reaches one source, no
110 matter how many uncertain sources are employed by the
111 forest. We then conduct extensive evaluations in Internet2
112 and datacenter networks. The results indicate that our two
113 methods can efficiently realize the reliable and bandwidth-
114 efficient multicast under uncertain sources, irrespective of
115 the settings of networks and multicasts.
116 The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
117 follows:

118 1) We first propose the reliable multicast service with
119 uncertain sources (ReMUS) problem, and then, for-
120 mally characterize the problem.
121 2) Wedesign the source-based reliablemulticastmethod,
122 which can minimize the total cost of ReMUS when no
123 recovery nodes exist in the network.
124 3) We further design a general recovery model for the
125 ReMUS problem and propose the recovery node-
126 based multicast method, which jointly exploits both
127 recovery nodes and uncertain sources in networks.

1284) We conduct extensive evaluations in Internet2 and
129datacenter networks. The results show the efficiency
130and effectiveness of our two methods under the
131various settings of networks and multicasts.
132The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
133we first present the background and preliminaries and then
134introduce the statement and formulation of the ReMUS
135problem. Section 3 designs the source-based and general
136methods for constructing a desired multicast forest to solve
137the ReMUS problem. In Section 4, we evaluate the perform-
138ances of our methods under the network topologies of
139Internet2 and datacenter networks. We summarize the
140related work and conclude this paper in Sections 5 and 6,
141respectively.

1422 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION OF REMUS

143In this section, we first introduce the background and prelimi-
144naries. After that, we describe the problem of ReMUS, and
145then formally characterize the ReMUS as an NLP problem
146and discuss its hardness.

1472.1 Background and Preliminaries

148We introduce some background and preliminaries about the
149reliable multicast and the multicast with uncertain sources.

1502.1.1 Reliable Multicast

151The problem of reliable unicast data delivery is well under-
152stood and a variety of solutions have been proposed. How-
153ever, the multicast transmission offers the most promising
154approach for the reliable transmission of data to a potentially
155large group of receivers. For source-based reliable multicast
156(SRM) [5], when receiver(s) detect the missing data, they wait
157for a random time determined by their distance from the
158original source of the data then send a repair request. After
159the source receives a repair request, the source re-delivers lost
160packets to the corresponding receiver.
161For example, when packet loss occurs in any one multi-
162cast link in Fig. 1a, source s1 retransfers these lost packets
163to the corresponding destinations via unicast. The source-
164based reliable multicast suffers from the reliability and
165scalability problems since the single source needs to provide
166loss recovery for a large number of destinations. To effec-
167tively address this crucial issue, recovery nodes are placed
168between the source and the destinations to facilitate the
169local loss recovery. The idea is similar to the web and multi-
170media cache/proxy servers wide deployed today, with the
171goal to facilitate local services and avoid load concentration
172on the source node. For a multicast tree, it is necessary to
173span suitable recovery nodes for local loss recovery and the
174minimization of the recovery cost.
175Shen et al. proposed a new reliable multicast tree for the
176SDN, named Recover-aware Steiner Tree [6]. The goal of
177RST is to minimize both tree and recovery costs by the selec-
178tion of recovery nodes. Fig. 1b shows a multicast tree, which
179spans suitable recovery nodes. In Fig. 1b, r4 will deliver lost
180packets to d6 facilitating the local loss recovery, when d6
181fails to receive some packets. It is remarkable that the recov-
182ery from node r4 will incur less recovery cost than recover-
183ing from source s1. Therefore, the local recovery can reduce
184the unnecessary consumption of bandwidth.
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185 2.1.2 Multicast with Uncertain Sources

186 Traditional multicast methods, however, assume prior
187 knowledge of multicast characteristics, i.e., the source of
188 each multicast group is fixed in advance. It is called as the
189 deterministic multicast. However, in many cases, the charac-
190 teristics of a multicast service are unknown in advance.
191 In this case, the multicast is with uncertain sources, as
192 shown in Definition 2.1.

193 Definition 2.1 (Uncertain Sources). Given a set of sources,
194 some sources can be selected as the root nodes for a multicast
195 service at the same time. In this case, for a multicast service, the
196 number of root nodes and their locations are uncertain.

197 A major reason for uncertain sources is the wide used
198 content replica designs for improving the robustness and
199 efficiency in various networks. While delivering a content
200 file to multiple destinations, the source of such a multicast
201 service can be any one replica in theory [7], [8]. Those data
202 copies all can be utilized for a multicast service. The key
203 challenge is how to select the source nodes for multicast
204 with uncertain sources. Hu et al. proposed a new multicast
205 scheme with uncertain sources for SDN, called uncertain
206 multicast [7]. Given destinations and uncertain sources,
207 together with the network topology, the uncertain multicast
208 problem aims to construct a forest, which achieves the mini-
209 mal cost of multicast transmission. More precisely, consider
210 a network GðV;EÞ, where V and E denote the set of nodes
211 (switches and servers) and edges (links), respectively. Each
212 edge e2E is associated with a cost. Without of generality,
213 the weight of each edge is set to unity to normalize the total
214 transmission cost of an uncertain multicast, which is formal-
215 ized in Definition 2.2.

216 Definition 2.2 (Uncertain Multicast). Given a destination set
217 D�V and a potential source set S�V , an uncertain multicast
218 means to build a multicast forest F to deliver the same content to
219 all destinations in the setD from partial even all sources in the set
220 S. A constraint of the multicast forest F is that each destination
221 just reaches to one and only one source in set S.

222 As shown in Fig. 1c, the source set S includes four source
223 nodes fs1; s2; s3; s4g. The solid lines denote that the corre-
224 sponding links are employed for the multicast transfer in
225 Fig. 1c. The link between s1 and s2 is not employed, which

226means that destination d7 can just reach to source s2 and can
227not reach to source s1. The constraint for the uncertain multi-
228cast indicates that the employed links for a multicast transfer
229can not connect two source nodes because that results in the
230waste of network bandwidth. In Fig. 1c, the forest for themul-
231ticast with uncertain sources only employs 10 links. However,
232the multicast employs 13 links for the same destinations
233in Fig. 1a. More links mean more bandwidth consumption.
234Therefore, uncertain sources are helpful to reduce the net-
235work bandwidth consumption.

2362.2 Problem Statement

237In this paper, we propose the problem of reliable multicast
238service with uncertain sources. The ReMUS problem finds
239a desired forest F , which employs the necessary sources
240and recovery nodes. A constraint is that each destination
241only reaches one source. Meanwhile, the sources and recov-
242ery nodes can be jointly exploited to achieve the reliable
243multicast service. We first give the definition of recovery
244proxy in Definition 2.3. Given the number and locations
245of sources and recovery nodes, the building process of
246multicast forest will decide the locations of recovery prox-
247ies. When there are lost packets, the recovery proxies will
248retransfer the lost packets.

249Definition 2.3 (Recovery Proxy). Assume that there exists a
250candidate recovery node set C�V in GðV;EÞ. For an uncertain
251multicast with a source node set S�V and a destination node
252set D�V , the recovery proxy of a destination is a related
253source or a recovery node on the path from the related source to
254the destination. When destination d2D fails to receive some
255packets, the recovery proxy can retransfer lost packets to the
256destination.

257We then formalize the ReMUS problem in Definition 2.4.

258Definition 2.4 (ReMUS Problem). Given a destination set
259D�V , a potential source set S�V , and a candidate set of recov-
260ery nodes C�V , the ReMUS means to build a multicast forest
261F to deliver the same content to all destinations in the set D
262from partial even all sources in the set S. A constraint is that
263each destination just reaches to one and only one source in set
264S. Meanwhile, recovery proxies can retransfer lost packets to
265the corresponding destinations, when packet loss occurs.

Fig. 1. Reliable multicast with the same destinations {d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6; d7} but different sources and recovery nodes.
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266 The objective of the ReMUS problem is to minimize the
267 sum of the transfer cost and the recovery cost. The transfer
268 cost is represented by cðF Þ, which is the sum of the edge
269 cost cðeÞ for every edge e 2 F . The entire recovery cost is cal-
270 culated by the product of the recovery cost of each destina-
271 tion and the retransfer probability. The recovery cost kd of
272 each destination d is related to the cost of the path towards
273 its recovery proxy r. The recovery cost of the ReMUS is
274 represented by wðF Þ, which is the sum of the recovery cost
275 kd for every node d 2 D.
276 Given a non-negative value a, the optimization goal of
277 the ReMUS problem is to find a subset H from source set S,
278 a subset R from recovery set C and a forest F encompassing
279 H, R and D such that cðF ÞþawðF Þ is minimized. If the
280 network is heavily loaded, it is necessary to assign a larger
281 a such that the recovery nodes will play a more important
282 role in order to effectively reduce the recovery cost. To clar-
283 ify this problem, we present an illustrative example.
284 Illustrative Examples of the ReMUS Problem. We show the
285 impact of multiple sources on the reliable and bandwidth-
286 efficient multicast. For the ReMUS problem, where multiple
287 sources fs1; s2; s3; s4g are available in Fig. 1d. Meanwhile,
288 Fig. 1d plots a desired forest, which includes all destinations
289 fd1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6; d7g, several recovery nodes, and neces-
290 sary sources. Each destination reaches only one source
291 through this forest. The multicast forest employs 10 links,
292 while the multicast tree in Fig. 1b employs 13 links. This indi-
293 cates that uncertain sources are very effective for reducing the
294 transfer cost of a traditional multicast.Moreover, the recovery
295 proxy of destination d6 changes with recovery node r4 in
296 Fig. 1d from S1 in Fig. 1c after introducing recovery nodes.
297 In this way, the recovery cost of destination d6 decreases since
298 its recovery path is shortened. This indicates that recovery
299 nodes have the potential to reduce the recovery cost.
300 Given the number of source and recovery nodes and
301 their locations, to minimize the total cost of the ReMUS, we
302 will jointly consider the cost of transfer and recovery. There-
303 fore, it is essential to consider the locations of candidate
304 sources and recovery nodes during constructing the multi-
305 cast forest. Meanwhile, it is also feasible that no recovery
306 nodes exist on the path from a source to a destination in the
307 multicast forest; hence, the source will act as the recovery
308 proxy of the corresponding destination.

309 2.3 The Recovery Models for the ReMUS

310 In practice, it is crucial to design dedicated recovery models
311 for the ReMUS problem under different settings of recovery
312 nodes. In this section, we rethink the source-based recovery
313 model under uncertain sources, and then design a general
314 recovery model when some recovery nodes have been
315 deployed in networks.

316 2.3.1 Rethinking the Source-based Recovery Model

317 To realize the reliable multicast, the source-based recovery
318 model is an intrinsic way when there is no any recovery
319 node in the network. For example, dedicated source-based
320 methods have been presented to support the reliable multi-
321 cast transfer with a single source [5]. As shown in Fig. 1a,
322 source s1 will retransfer if any node or link on the path from
323 s1 to d6 loses packets. Here, we rethink this kind of recovery

324model in the case of uncertain sources. Multiple potential
325sources bring new opportunities to reduce the transfer cost
326and recovery cost, as shown in Fig. 1c.
327For a multicast with uncertain sources, it is required to
328design a desired multicast forest to span all destinations and
329necessary sources. Consequently, each destination reaches
330only one source, while any pair of destinations may reach
331different sources. Thus, each destination should be recovered
332by the right source. The caused recovery cost for any destina-
333tion is equal to the product of the retransfer probability and
334the cost of recovery path towards the right source in themulti-
335cast forest. The recovery cost of ReMUS problem means the
336sumof the recovery cost of all destinations.
337We use be to denote the probability of packet loss on any
338link e in the network. Assume that the path fromdestination d
339to its source s consists of n links, e1; e2; . . .; en, in the multicast
340forest. The retransfer probability from s to d is calculated in
341Equation (1), which is equal to the probability of the packet
342loss on at least one link in the path.

bs;d ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1
ð1� bei

Þ: (1)

344344

345In this case, the recovery cost of destination d is given by
346Equation (2).

kd ¼ bs;d �
Xn
i¼1

cðeiÞ: (2)

348348

349The recovery cost of ReMUS is the sum of the recovery cost
350of all destinations.

3512.3.2 Designing a General Recovery Model

352If a set of recovery nodes are deployed in the network in
353advance, the resultant multicast forest for any uncertain
354multicast may employ some recovery nodes. In this way,
355recovery node r between source s and destination d in the
356forest would deliver local recovery, if needed. Under this
357circumstances, the recovery cost for destination d is equal to
358the retransfer probability times the cost of the recovery path
359from r to d in the forest. This recovery cost for destination d
360is definitely less than the recovery cost from source s since
361recovery node r is closer to destination d than source s.
362Additionally, if the recovery node r also fails to receive
363these lost packets or there exists no recovery node on the
364path from a source to a destination, it is reasonable that the
365destination can be recovered by the related source in the for-
366est. Therefore, this general recovery model is more suitable
367than the recovery models solely based on sources or recov-
368ery nodes.
369To characterize this general recovery model, let RðdÞ
370denote the set of all recovery proxies at destination d. It con-
371tains not only all recovery nodes but also the only source on
372the path from the corresponding source to destination d in
373a multicast forest. Let a recovery proxy rðdÞ1 denote the
374related source of destination d since the source can also
375retransfer lost packets if necessary. Let hd;rðdÞi denote the prob-
376ability of recovery from a recovery proxy rðdÞi , 1�i�jRðdÞj,
377which is calculated in Equation (3).

hd;rðdÞi ¼ ð1� bs;rðdÞiÞ � brðdÞi;rðdÞiþ1 ; 1 � i � jRðdÞj: (3) 379379

380
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381 When destination d needs to be recovered from rðdÞi,
382 it means that rðdÞi has received the lost packets, but rðdÞiþ1
383 has not received those packets. Otherwise, destination d
384 can be recovered from rðdÞiþ1. In Equation (3), bs;rðdÞi and
385 brðdÞi;rðdÞiþ1 denote the probability of packet loss in the path
386 from s to rðdÞi and the path from rðdÞi to rðdÞiþ1, respec-
387 tively. ð1� bs;rðdÞiÞ denotes the probability of having no
388 packet loss in the path from s to rðdÞi. Furthermore, bs;rðdÞi
389 and brðdÞi;rðdÞiþ1 in Equation (3) are derived as Equation (1)

390 and node rðdÞjRðdÞjþ1 is used to denote destination d.
391 The recovery cost of a destination is the total recovery
392 cost resulting from its all potential recovery paths, which
393 are dominated by the recovery proxies. For example, desti-
394 nation d6 has three recovery paths with the recovery proxies
395 s1, r1, and r4, respectively, in Fig. 1d. Thus, the recovery
396 cost of d6 is composed of three parts, which is related to the
397 three recovery proxies. For any one part, the recovery cost
398 is equal to the probability of adopting the recovery proxy
399 times the transfer cost of the corresponding recovery path.
400 Finally, the entire recovery cost of the ReMUS problem
401 is the total recovery cost of all destinations.

402 2.4 Problem Formulation

403 After presenting the definition of the ReMUS problem and
404 designing effective recoverymodels,we then formally charac-
405 terize the ReMUS problem, which can capture the compli-
406 cated impact of settings and usage of uncertain sources and
407 recovery nodes on the total cost of the desiredmulticast forest.
408 We use an undirected graph GðV;EÞ to denote the net-
409 work topology. S denotes the set of sources, and D denotes
410 a group of destinations. F denotes the set of links employed
411 by a multicast forest for the ReMUS problem. For any node
412 v in G, let Nv denote the set of neighbor nodes of v in G.
413 A binary variable eu;v denotes whether there is an edge
414 between any node pair of u and v in V . Another binary
415 variable tu;v denotes whether the edge eu;v is in F . A feasible
416 multicast forest should ensure that each destination can
417 reach at least one source. A binary variable Pu;v denotes
418 if there is a path from u to v in F . If Ps;d ¼ 1, source s will
419 transfer the data to destination d. To ensure there is only
420 one path from a source to a destination, variable pd;ðu;vÞ is
421 needed to denote if edge eu;v is in the path from source s
422 to destination d in F . The multicast forest F is just the com-
423 bination of those paths to all destinations. cðeu;vÞ denotes
424 the cost of link eu;v, where cðeu;vÞ�0. cðPu;vÞ denotes the
425 transfer cost of path Pu;v and is equal to the sum of the cost
426 of all edges in the path.
427 To calculate the recovery cost of a multicast forest, kd
428 denotes the recovery cost of any destination d in F , which is
429 calculated in Formula (4).

kd ¼ cðPrðdÞ1;dÞ � hd;rðdÞ1 þ cðPrðdÞ2;dÞ � hd;rðdÞ2
þ � � � þ cðPrðdÞjRðdÞj;dÞ � hd;rðdÞjRðdÞj ; 8d 2 D:

(4)

431431

432 Equality (4) shows the recovery cost of each destination.
433 For each destination d, there are multiple feasible recovery
434 paths, resulting from those corresponding recovery proxies
435 of destination d. The recovery cost of destination d is equal
436 to the sum of the recovery cost from all its recovery proxies
437 based on the recovery model in Section 2.3.2.

438For any node u, a binary variable ru denotes whether
439it is a recovery proxy. ru ¼ 1, if and only if u is a recovery
440node or a source. Let C denote the set of all recovery nodes.
441As aforementioned, RðdÞ records the set of recovery proxies
442of destination d. The recovery proxy rðdÞi is in the path Ps;d,
443rðdÞi2RðdÞ, 1�i�jRðdÞj. That is, node rðdÞi will retransfer
444lost packets to destination d when rðdÞi has cached the lost
445packets loss occurs and rðdÞiþ1 has not cached those packets.
446PrðdÞi;rðdÞiþ1 denotes the sub path between rðdÞi and rðdÞiþ1
447in the path from s to d. hd;rðdÞi denotes the probability of

448adopting the recovery proxy rðdÞi to recover destination d,
449and the corresponding recovery path is PrðdÞi;d. The value of
450hd;rðdÞi is calculated as Equation (3).
451Therefore, the objective function of the ReMUS problem
452is given by

min
X

eu;v2E
cu;vtu;v þ a

X
d2D

kd

8<
:

9=
;: (5)

454454

455That is to derive out a feasible multicast forest, which can
456minimize the transfer cost and the recovery cost. The trans-
457fer cost is equal to the sum cost of all employed links by the
458multicast transfer. The recovery cost of the ReMUS equals
459to the sum of the recovery cost of all destinations, where a

460is a regulative parameter. The above formulation is a Non-
461Linear Programming (NLP) model, because cu;v is not sure
462if it is an integer and kd consists of the product of the
463retransfer cost and the retransfer probability. Meanwhile,
464to ensure a practical and feasible multicast forest, the fol-
465lowing constraints should be satisfied.

tu;v � eu;v (6)
467467

468

X
v2Ns

pd;ðs;vÞ ¼ 1;Ps;d ¼ 1; 8d 2 D; 9s 2 S (7) 470470

471

X
u2Nd

pd;ðu;dÞ ¼ 1; 8d 2 D (8) 473473

474

X
u2Nv

pd;ðu;vÞ ¼
X
u2Nv

pd;ðv;uÞ;

8d 2 D; 8u 2 V; v 6¼ s; v 6¼ d

(9)
476476

477

pd;ðu;vÞ � tu;v; 8d 2 D (10)
479479

480

X
s2S
Ps;d ¼ 1; 8d 2 D (11) 482482

483

ru ¼ 0; 8u =2 fC [ Sg (12)
485485

486

feu;v; tu;v;pd;ðu;vÞ; ru;Pu;vg 2 f0; 1g;
8u 2 V;8v 2 V;8d 2 D; 8s 2 S:

(13)
488488

489

490The Constraint of Multicast. Inequality (6) ensures that all
491links in the resultant multicast forest F come from the link
492set E. Constraints (7), (8) and (9) ensure that a pair of
493a source and destination are reachable along only one path
494in the forest F . Equality (9) can guarantee the connectivity
495and uniqueness of the path. Constraint (10) means that tu;v
496must be 1 when edge eu;v is added into the path from
497a source to a destination. For each destination, equality (11)
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498 ensures that it only reaches one source. The multicast forest
499 F is just the combination of such paths to all destinations.
500 The Constraint of Recovery. Equality (4) shows the recovery
501 cost of each destination. Constraint (12) means that ru ¼ 0,
502 if u is neither in set C nor in set S. If and only if node u is
503 a employed recovery node or the used source in F , ru ¼ 1.
504 Constraint (13) indicates that eu;v, tu;v, fd;s, pd;ðu;vÞ, ru, and Pu;v

505 are binary variables.
506 In the objective function (Formula (5)), a ¼ 0 means that
507 it is unnecessary to consider the recovery cost of the ReMUS
508 problem. Furthermore, the ReMUS problem becomes the
509 multicast problem with uncertain sources when a ¼ 0. Note
510 that the Steiner minimum tree problem of a traditional
511 multicast with one source is NP-hard in graph theory [13].
512 The multicast problem with uncertain sources is more diffi-
513 cult than that of a single source, due to the flexible usage
514 of uncertain sources. It has been shown that the multicast
515 problem with uncertain sources is also NP-hard [7]. There-
516 fore, when a6¼0, the ReMUS problem is more challenging.

517 3 EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS OF REMUS

518 The settings and usage of uncertain sources and recovery
519 nodes jointly dominate the performance of the ReMUS prob-
520 lem. In the follows, we first design a source-based multicast
521 method to solve the problem by exploiting the flexibility
522 of sources, when no recovery node exists in the network.
523 Furthermore, we design a general multicast method to jointly
524 exploit the benefits of uncertain sources and recovery nodes
525 when recovery nodes have been deployed in networks.

526 3.1 Source-based Building Method of
527 Multicast Forest

528 Here, we consider a multicast transfer with uncertain sour-
529 ces in the network, where there are no recovery nodes.
530 Accordingly, we propose a source-based method to find
531 the routes of a multicast forest and adopt the source-based
532 recovery model in Section 2.3.1 to solve the ReMUS prob-
533 lem, which is called SR-based multicast method. Mean-
534 while, it is worth noting that multiple sources can be
535 exploited to reduce the transfer cost as well as the recovery
536 cost. According to the previous analysis, it is not necessary
537 to employ all sources for the ReMUS problem. Thus, it is
538 very important to pick sources from all potential sources.
539 Those employed sources will affect the performance of mul-
540 ticast forest. Meanwhile, different sources will incur a
541 different total cost of the ReMUS. We need to select the
542 sources, which incur the minimal total cost of ReMUS.
543 To solve the ReMUS problem, a simple method is to find
544 the nearest source for each destination. However, the nearest
545 source to the destination is not sure to incur the least transfer
546 cost when each link has a different transfer cost. Moreover,
547 the source that can incur the least transfer cost does not mean
548 to bring the minimal recovery cost because each link has
549 a different probability of packet loss. Given a network, when
550 modeled as an undirected graph, we set the transfer cost of
551 each link as its weight. In the weighted graph, the shortest
552 path between nodes u and v incurs the lowest transfer cost
553 while delivering content along the selected path.
554 However, for the source-based recovery model, the recov-
555 ery cost of a destination is equal to the transfer cost of the path

556times the probability of packet loss on the path. Although the
557shortest path can ensure the lowest transfer cost, the associ-
558ated recovery cost is not always the lowest since the probabil-
559ity of packet loss may be non-minimal. Even though we
560suppose each link has the same probability of packet loss to
561simplify the problem, The weighted shortest path still does
562not mean the minimal recovery cost. The recovery cost of a
563selected path is related to the number of links, the transfer cost
564of each link and the probability of packet loss in these links.
565To construct the multicast forest, we design an efficient
566strategy to find a proper source for each destination. For each
567destination, we first compute the shortest paths from the
568destination to all sources. Second, for each of the shortest
569paths, we calculate the total cost, including the transfer cost
570and the recovery cost. Third, we select the shortest path with
571the lowest total cost for each destination. Inspired by the
572above analysis, we design the SR-based method to build
573the desiredmulticast forest. Algorithm 1 reports the details of
574theSR-basedmethod. The basic insight is to select the optimal
575path for each destination using the above strategy. The multi-
576cast forest F can be derived by combing those resultant paths
577of all destinations. When a destination meets packet loss, the
578related source will retransfer the lost packets to their destina-
579tions based on the recovery model in Section 2.3.1. Therefore,
580the SR-based method can achieve a reliable and bandwidth-
581efficientmulticast transfer.
582Additionally, when the transfer costs of all links are the
583same, the shortest path between two nodes can be simplified
584to find the path with the least number of links. Furthermore,
585if all links face the same probability of packet loss, the shortest
586path also incurs the minimal recovery cost at the same time.
587In this case, Algorithm 1 will still be efficient and find the
588shortest path for each destination.

589Algorithm 1. SR-based Building Method of Multicast
590Forest

591Require: GðV;EÞ, S,D, a and b.
592Ensure:multicast forest, F
5931: for i ¼ 1 to jDj do
5942: Pi  shortest paths from di to S;
5953: for j ¼ 1 to jSj do
5964: CðPiÞj  the total cost of Pij ;
5975: end for
5986: P  findðPi;minfCðPiÞgÞ;
5997: F  F [ P ;
6008: end for
6019: returnmulticast forest, F ;

602Time Complexity. The time complexity of calculating the

603shortest paths from a node to all other nodes in the network

604is OðjV j2Þ. Thus, in Algorithm 1, the time complexity of Step
6052 is OðjV j2Þ. The time complexity of the loop in Step 3 is
606OðjSj � jV jÞ. The time complexity of Step 6 is OðjV jÞ. Then,
607the time complexity of the loop in Step 1 is OðjDj � jV j2Þ.
608Therefore, the entire time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
609OðjDj � jV j2Þ.

6103.2 A General Building Method of Multicast Forest

611When there are recovery nodes in the networks, we can
612adopt the recovery model in Section 2.3.2. Assume that
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614 are fixed. The general building method of the multicast
615 forest needs to consider the locations of recovery nodes and
616 sources. Meanwhile, it also takes the shared links between
617 multiple destinations into account.
618 Impact of Recovery Nodes. Our observations show that the
619 quantity and locations of recovery nodes can affect the
620 recovery cost of the ReMUS. Assume that the transfer cost
621 of each link is 1 and the packet loss probability of each link
622 is 0.1 in Fig. 2. We then compare the recovery cost of differ-
623 ent multicast paths.
624 When a destination fails to receive some packets, it will
625 bring the recovery cost during the recovery process.
626 In Fig. 2a, source s will retransfer lost packets to destination
627 d since no recovery nodes exist on the path. Therefore,
628 the recovery cost of destination d is 4� ð1� 0:94Þ ¼ 1:3756
629 under the source-based recovery model. In Fig. 2b, destina-
630 tion d has two recovery proxies, source s and recovery node
631 A, to retransfer lost packets. When packet loss occurs in the
632 path from s to A, it is essential to retransfer lost packets to d
633 from source s. However, recovery node A can be exploited
634 to retransfer lost packets to d when packet loss occurs in the
635 path from A to d. Based on Formula (4), cðPs;dÞ ¼ 4,
636 hd;s ¼ 0:1, cðPA;dÞ ¼ 3, hd;A ¼ 1� 0:93. Thus, the recovery
637 cost of destination d is 4� 0:1þ 3� 0:9� ð1� 0:93Þ ¼ 1:1317.
638 By comparing the recovery cost of destination d in Figs. 2a
639 and 2b, we can see that the new recovery node can be utilized
640 to reduce the recovery cost. Similarly, the recovery cost of
641 destination d in Figs. 2c and 2d are 1.0678 and 0.9778, respec-
642 tively. By comparing Figs. 2b and 2c, we can see that the loca-
643 tions of recovery nodes also affect the recovery cost of
644 destination d where there are two recovery nodes in both
645 Figs. 2b and 2c. The recovery cost of ReMUS consists of the
646 recovery cost of all destinations. Therefore, the locations of
647 recovery nodes can indirectly affect the recovery cost of
648 ReMUS. Furthermore,more recovery nodes lead to less recov-
649 ery cost, comparing Fig. 2dwith Figs. 2b and 2c.
650 The Design of Algorithm. The building process of amulticast
651 forest needs to consider the recovery nodes, thus the method
652 is also called theRN-basedmulticast method.
653 As shown in Algorithm 2, F records the multicast forest
654 derived by the algorithmand is empty initially. TheRN-based
655 methodfirst finds those shortest paths,P ðAÞ, from each recov-
656 ery node to all sources. Second, for each destination d, it needs
657 to find the shortest paths, P ðBÞ, from d to all sources. Then,
658 the RN-based method will compute all the shortest paths,
659 P ðCÞ, from d to all candidate recovery nodes. For destination
660 d, Fig. 3 shows the sets of paths P ðAÞ, P ðBÞ, P ðCÞ. It is worth
661 noting that adding the shortest paths P ðAÞ and P ðCÞ into the
662 multicast forest F independently will result in that some
663 destinations fail to receive the data. It is because that, when

664a shortest path in P ðCÞ from a destination to a recovery node
665is added into the multicast forest, the recovery node could not
666be connected to any one source. Therefore, to ensure that each
667destination can receive the data from a source, it is necessary
668to combine P ðAÞ and P ðCÞ as another set of shortest paths,
669P ðAþ CÞ. For a destination, each shortest path in P ðAþ CÞ
670contains at least one recovery node.

671Algorithm 2. RN-based Building Method of Multicast
672Forest

673Require: GðV;EÞ, source set S, destination set D, recovery set
674C, probability of packet loss b, and a.
675Ensure:multicast forest, F .
6761: for i ¼ 1 to jCj do
6772: calculate shortest paths P ðAÞ from ri to S;
6783: end for
6794: for i ¼ 1 to jDj do
6805: calculate shortest paths P ðBÞ from di to S;
6816: for j ¼ 1 to jSj do
6827: CðBÞj  addedCostðP ðBÞj; C; F2;a;bÞ;
6838: end for
6849: calculate shortest paths P ðCÞ from di to C;
68510: for k ¼ 1 to jCj do
68611: P ðAþ CÞk  P ðAÞk [ P ðCÞk;
68712: CðAþ CÞk  addedCostðP ðAþ CÞk; C; F2;a;bÞ;
68813: end for
68914: P ðDÞ  findðP ðBÞ [ P ðAþ CÞ;minfCðBÞ [ CðAþ CÞgÞ;
69015: F  F [ P ðDÞ;
69116: end for
69217: returnmulticast forest, F ;

693The main idea of Algorithm 2 is to select the path for each
694destination from P ðBÞ and P ðAþ CÞ. All selected paths
695between destinations and sources constitute the multicast
696forest F where Algorithm 2 adds the selected paths into F
697one by one. It is worth noting that there are some common
698links among different paths for those destinations. That is,
699when selecting a path for a destination, the candidate paths
700could have some shared links with F . For example, when
701adding a path to destination d into F , the total cost of multi-
702cast forest F increases, and that will produce the added total
703cost. More precisely, the total cost of a path is the cost of all
704links in a newly selected path, and the added total cost
705ofthat path is the cost of those links in the path not including
706the links that have been in F . Therefore, the selection strat-
707egy of Algorithm 2 is to pick the path that has the minimum

Fig. 2. Routing paths from s to d under different settings of recovery
nodes.

Fig. 3. Shortest paths from all sources to a destination.
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708 added total cost instead of the path that has the minimum
709 total cost for each destination. Then, Algorithm 2 adds the
710 selected paths for destinations into the multicast forest F .
711 For the paths in P ðBÞ, it is necessary to calculate the added
712 total cost by calling the function addedCostðÞ shown in
713 Algorithm 3, while adding the shortest path into F . Similarly,
714 for each path in P ðAþ CÞ, we will compute the added total
715 cost. The path that has the lowest added total cost will be
716 selected. Finally, Algorithm 2 returns themulticast forest F .

717 Algorithm 3. addedCostðP;C; F;a;bÞ
718 Require: pathP , recovery setC, multicast linksF and probability
719 of packet loss b.
720 Ensure: added total cost, Acost
721 1: links fF [ Pg � F ;
722 2: Tcost ¼ cðlinksÞ;
723 3: temp ¼ intersectðP;CÞ;
724 4: if isempty(temp) then
725 5: Rcost ¼ the recovery cost of path P ;
726 6: else
727 7: find the locations of recovery nodes in the path P ;
728 8: temp ¼ temp [ s
729 9: for i ¼ 1 to jtempj do
730 10: Rcost Rcostþthe recovery cost of recovery path
731 from tempi to d;
732 11: end for
733 12: end if
734 13: Acost ¼ Tcostþ a�Rcost;
735 14: return added total cost, Acost;

736 Algorithm 3 plots the details about how to compute the
737 added total cost while adding path P into the multicast
738 forest F . P denotes a path from source s to destination d.
739 The added total cost Acost consists of the added transfer
740 cost Tcost and the added recovery cost Rcost. The function
741 addedCostðÞ first derives the added links, which are in P but
742 not in F , and then computes the transfer cost of such links,
743 which equals to Tcost. Second, the function identifies the
744 recovery nodes in path P . If there are no recovery nodes
745 in path P , it is essential to adopt the source-based recovery
746 model described in Section 2.3.1. Third, we need to get the
747 locations of recovery nodes in path P when there exist
748 recovery nodes. Fourth, Algorithm 3 calculates the recovery
749 cost Rcost of destination d based on Equation (4). Finally,
750 after achieving Tcost and Rcost, we can get the added total
751 cost Acost of path P .
752 After building a desiredmulticast forest usingAlgorithm 2,
753 all employed sources and recovery nodes will be utilized to
754 realize the reliable multicast transfer. When a destination fails
755 to receive data, the nearest source or recovery node will
756 retransfer lost packets. If the nearest recovery proxy has also
757 not received those packets, it tries to receive packets from a
758 previous recovery proxy. In other words, when a destination
759 fails to receive some packets, the upstream nearest recovery
760 proxy caching those lost packets will retransfer those packets
761 to the destination.
762 Time Complexity. It is well known that Dijkstra’s algorithm
763 is an algorithm for finding the shortest paths between nodes
764 in a graph. Given a node, the time complexity for finding the
765 shortest path between two nodes is the same as the time
766 complexity for finding the shortest paths from the node to all

767the other nodes and is OðjV j2Þ where V is the number of
768nodes in the network. Therefore, the time complexity of the
769first loop in Algorithm 2 is OðjCj � jV j2Þ. The time complex-
770ity of function addedCostðP;C; F;a;bÞ is OðjV jÞ, and then,
771the time complexity of steps 6 and 10 are OðjSj � jV jÞ and
772OðjCj � jV jÞ, respectively. The time complexity of steps 5
773and 9 is OðIVI2Þ. Therefore, the time complexity of the
774second loop in line 4 is OðjDj � jV j2Þ. In summary, the time
775complexity of Algorithm 2 isOððjCj þ jDjÞ � jV j2Þ.

7763.3 Discussion

777Some actual problems need to be carefully designed after two
778building methods of the multicast forest are proposed. In this
779section, we concentrately discuss the network dynamics,
780the packet loss detection and the packet loss ratio. Uncertain
781sources bring new challenges and opportunities to those
782problems.
783Network Dynamics. The multicast forest is constructed
784based on the network state at that time. After that, when the
785network performance and loads change, it is not required
786to reconstruct themulticast forest, but could cause the retrans-
787mission of packets. Meanwhile, the change of the recovery
788nodes will not result in the reconstruction of themulticast for-
789est. However, when the sources and the destinations change,
790the multicast forest will also change. Recall that the multicast
791forest includes multiple multicast trees. The advantage of
792ReMUS is that the change of sources and destinations in
793a multicast tree will not affect other multicast trees. For exam-
794ple,when an employed source nodedeparts, the control plane
795just needs to find a new source for the affected destinations.
796The join of a new source has no influence on the multicast
797forest. Furthermore, when a new destination joins the net-
798work, the control plane inserts the new destination to an
799appropriate position in onemulticast tree that is nearest to the
800new destination. The new destination starts to get data from
801the multicast tree and the buffer of its recovery nodes.
802Note that ReMUS does not guarantee that the newly joined
803destination can receive the data from the first byte of the mul-
804ticast session before its join. Moreover, the new destination
805will not have an influence on the destinations in other multi-
806cast trees of the multicast forest. When a destination leaves
807the multicast session, only the multicast tree with the leaving
808destinationwill be updated.
809Packet Loss Detection. Each packet is assigned with a
810sequence number.When a receiver fails to receive a sequenced
811packet, the receiver forwards a negative acknowledgment
812(NAK) message [14] according to the following way. First,
813when a receiver detects the packet loss, it sends a NAK to the
814upstream recovery node. If the recovery node has received
815the lost packet, it will retransmit the lost packet to the receiver.
816Otherwise, the recovery node will continue to forward the
817NAK to its upstream recovery node. When there exist no
818recovery nodes, the NAK will be directly forwarded to the
819source node. The recovery nodes are closer to the destination
820than the source. Therefore, the recovery nodes save the band-
821width not only for the loss packet retransmission but also for
822theNAKmessages.
823Packet Loss Ratio. The multicast forest of ReMUS is closely
824related to the packet loss ratio. The source can exploit the links
825with less packet loss ratio to transfer data. Meanwhile, the
826source neighboring the links with less packet loss achieves
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827 also a greater possibility to be employed for the ReMUS.
828 Based on the packet loss ratio recorded by the historical statis-
829 tics, the parameter b can be further adjusted in Section 2.3.
830 Meanwhile, the retransmitted packets may also suffer from
831 the packet loss, which also can be recorded to improve the
832 multicast forest. Furthermore, when the packet loss ratio of
833 some employed links goes up to a certain threshold or the
834 packet loss is incurred by the link failures, it is essential to
835 adjust the employed links.
836 In addition, the control plane has the global network
837 view and decides the routes for flows in SDN [15], [16].
838 Based on this design, the control plane can conquer the
839 utilization of links and the packet loss ratio, which occurs in
840 links. It is feasible to record the occurrence of the packet
841 loss, and then get the packet loss ratio in SDN. The link fail-
842 ures can be detected by the control plane. The adjusted mul-
843 ticast forest can be achieved through that the control plane
844 inserts or deletes some routing rules. The adjusting objec-
845 tives are to ensure all destinations can receive data and
846 minimize the adjusting to the existing multicast forest.

847 4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

848 In this section, we first introduce the experimental setting.
849 Then,we conductmassive experiments to evaluate the perfor-
850 mance of our SR-based and RN-based methods comparing
851 with the modified RAERA method [6], under varied settings
852 of networks andmulticast transfers.

853 4.1 Experiment Setting

854 The Setting of Networks.We simulate our algorithm in the real
855 backbone network of Internet2 [17]. Moreover, we also evalu-
856 ate our algorithm in large representative Fat-tree networks of
857 production data centers [18] with thousands of nodes and
858 links to test the scalability of the proposed algorithm. Based
859 on the statistic data [19], [20], we set the packet loss rate of
860 each link from 1 to 10 percent. The recovery processes may
861 also suffer from packet loss. The sources, destinations, and
862 candidate recovery nodes are chosen randomly from each
863 network. To eliminate the influence of this random selection,
864 each simulation result is averaged over 100 samples.
865 Compared Methods. We compare three different reliable
866 multicast methods including our SR-based method,
867 RN-based method and the modified RAERA method
868 (MR-method). RAEAR [6] is proposed to find the reliable
869 multicast routing for the multicast with only one source
870 in software-defined networks. RAEAR first builds a tree
871 structure, which is composed of all shortest paths from one
872 source to all destinations. Then, it iteratively re-routes some
873 involved destinations on the resultant tree to reduce the tree
874 cost. Meanwhile, it is essential to ensure that there is at
875 least one recovery node on the path from the source to each
876 destination during the re-routing process [6]. Under uncer-
877 tain sources, we further modified the RAEAR method,
878 called MR-method. The MR-method is to build multicast
879 trees from each source to all destinations using the RAERA
880 method [6], and then selects the multicast tree with the
881 minimal total cost for a multicast transfer.
882 Performance Metrics. The evaluation metric is the total cost
883 of ReMUS,which consists of the transfer cost and the recovery
884 cost. For any setting of ReMUS, the three methods would

885generate different multicast forests. Accordingly, we can
886calculate the transfer cost, the recovery cost and the total cost
887of such resultantmulticast forests. The total cost of a multicast
888forest can be calculated by Formula (5) and is composed of
889the transfer cost and the product of a and the recovery cost.
890When a ¼ 1, the total cost is the sum of the transfer cost and
891the recovery cost. Without loss of generality, we suppose that
892the transfer cost of each link is 1. However, our models and
893algorithms can apply to the situation where each link has
894a different transfer cost.

8954.2 Experiments on Internet2

896Assuming a ¼ 1, which means recovery cost obtains the
897same weight as transfer cost, and the total cost is equal to
898the sum of transfer cost and recovery cost. Unless otherwise
899specified, we set the number of sources, destinations and
900recovery nodes to 3, 10 and 10, respectively. Additionally,
901the probability of packet loss b is an important parameter
902because it indicates the expectation of recovery for a desti-
903nation. Without losing generality, we suppose that the
904probability of packet loss b in each link is the same.

9054.2.1 Impact of the Probability of Packet Loss b

906To evaluate the impact of link failure possibility b on the
907performance of three methods, we conduct experiments,
908while varying b from 0 to 0.1 with the interval of 0.01.
909Fig. 4 shows the impact of b on the transfer cost, recovery
910cost and total cost of the three methods given that a ¼ 1.
911In Fig. 4a, the recovery cost increases with the increase of b.
912Comparing these costs of our RN-based method, SR-based
913method and the MR-method, it’s remarkable to see the
914increasing trend of the total cost when b increases in Fig. 4b.
915However, the change in transfer cost is modest. When b ¼ 0,
916the recovery cost of the three methods is 0 because there are
917no lost packets. Moreover, we can see that the transfer cost
918of the multicast forest derived by our RN-based method
919is the lowest compared with the SR-based method and the
920MR-method. Our RN-based method adopts more sources
921than the MR-method and better selecting strategy than
922SR-basedmethod.
923Comparing the recovery costs of the three methods in
924Fig. 4a, our RN-based and SR-based algorithms are more
925effective than the MR-method without the change of b.
926Fig. 4b also shows that our RN-based method gets less
927total cost, owing to its smaller transfer cost compared to
928the SR-based method. In conclusion, the recovery cost
929increases with the increase of b, and our RN-based method
930achieves the lowest total cost when b changes. Without

Fig. 4. The impact of b on the performance of the three methods under
the Internet2 topology.
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932 evaluations.

933 4.2.2 Impact of the Number of Sources

934 In this section, we change the number of sources from 1 to 10
935 with the interval of 1. Without changing other parameters,
936 Fig. 5 shows that the impacts of increasing number of sources
937 on both the recovery cost and the total cost are significant for
938 our SR-based andRN-basedmethods.
939 The increasing number of sources has a slight influence on
940 the performance of the MR-method because it only employs
941 one source for multicast transfer. When there is only one
942 source, the MR-method achieves a lower transfer cost than
943 the SR-based method in Fig. 5a. However, as the number
944 of sources increases, the performance of our SR-based and
945 RN-based methods improve rapidly. Furthermore, Fig. 5b
946 shows that our RN-based method achieves the lowest total
947 cost because it considers the locations of the recovery nodes
948 and effectively reduces the recovery cost of ReMUS. For our
949 SR-based and RN-based methods, their recovery costs
950 reduce rapidly to a quarter of the transfer costs (respectively)
951 when sources increase to 10 in Fig. 5a. After that, the number
952 of sources increases to 8 and the total costs of our RN-based
953 and SR-based methods slowly decrease in Fig. 5b. The facts
954 also reflect that it is not necessary to use all sources in the
955 multicast transfer.

956 4.2.3 Impact of the Number of Destinations

957 Without changing other parameters, we test the impact of
958 the number of destinations on the performance of three
959 methods where the number of destinations increases from
960 10 to 30 with the interval of 2.
961 Fig. 6 plots that the transfer cost, recovery cost and total
962 cost of the three methods increase with the increase of the

963number of destinations. Fig. 6a shows that the recovery cost
964is significantly influenced by the quantity of destinations,
965especially for the MR-method. The recovery cost of the
966MR-method intensively changes when the number of desti-
967nations increases. Meanwhile, MR-based has always the
968highest total cost in Fig. 6b. The changing trend of the total
969cost for the RN-based method is similar to the trend of the
970SR-based method. The transfer costs of SR-based method
971and RN-based method are almost the same and slowly
972increase in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6 shows that our RN-based method
973works effectively because it achieves the minimal total cost.
974Additionally, the MR-method has a modest performance
975because it only uses one source and limits that there must
976be at least one recovery node in paths from the source to the
977destinations.

9784.2.4 Impact of the Number of Recovery Nodes

979We evaluate the impact of recovery nodes on the performance
980of three methods where the number of recovery nodes
981increases from 5 to 20with the interval of 2.
982As shown in Fig. 7a, the cost under the SR-based method
983remains steadywhen the number of recovery nodes increases
984because it applies to the sources-based recovery and has
985nothing to do with those recovery nodes. However, the
986MR-method and ourRN-basedmethodutilize those recovery
987nodes to reduce the multicast cost, hence their costs decrease
988when the number of recovery nodes increases. The decreasing
989trend for the RN-based method is not very obvious, it
990is because that the cost for our RN-based method is low.
991Meanwhile, we can see that our RN-based method achieves
992the lowest transfer cost, recovery cost and total cost from
993Fig. 7a. Furthermore, Fig. 7b shows also that our RN-based
994method achieves the minimal total cost, and its total cost
995continues to decrease when the number of recovery nodes
996increases.

9974.2.5 Impact of Variable a

998We evaluate the impact of the variable a on the total cost of
999the three methods where a changes from 0 to 1 with the
1000interval 0.1 and from 1 to 10 with the interval 1. Fig. 8 shows
1001that the total cost of three methods all go up with the
1002increase of a. However, our RN-based method always
1003incurs the lowest total cost among the three methods with-
1004out the value of a. Fig. 8 shows that our SR-based method
1005achieves a lower total cost than the MR-method. Fig. 8 also
1006reveals that our RN-based method has a better performance
1007than the SR-based method.

Fig. 5. The impact of the number of sources on the performance of the
three methods under the Internet2 topology.

Fig. 6. The impact of the number of destinations on the performance of
the three methods under the Internet2 topology.

Fig. 7. The impact of the number of recovery nodes on the performance
of the three methods under the Internet2 topology.
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1009 ods under Internet2. Our RN-based method obtains the
1010 lowest recovery-costly multicast forest, and the multicast
1011 derived by our RN-based method always incurs the lowest
1012 total cost. Although Internet2 is a real network topology,
1013 its scale is not enough large. Thus, we further evaluate the
1014 three methods under large-scale networks with the Fat-tree
1015 topology [18] in the next section.

1016 4.3 Experiments on Datacenter Networks

1017 It is well known that data centers are infrastructures of cloud
1018 computing and big data. To evaluate the performance of our
1019 RN-based and SR-based methods in data centers, we select
1020 the typical topology of data centers, the Fat-tree architecture.
1021 Unless otherwise specified, we set the number of sources,
1022 destinations, recovery nodes and switches in the network to
1023 10, 200, 600 and 1000, respectively. Given a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 0:1,
1024 we randomly set the locations of sources, destinations and
1025 recovery nodes in each round of the experiments.

1026 4.3.1 Impact of the Network Size

1027 We evaluate the impact of the network size on the perfor-
1028 mance of the three methods. The network size is reflected
1029 by the number of switches in the network, where the number
1030 of switches increases from 1,000 to 3,000. Fig. 9 shows that
1031 the transfer cost, recovery cost and total cost increases as
1032 the network size expands. Especially, the recovery cost of
1033 MR-method increases fast and evidently in Fig. 9a. the recov-
1034 ery cost of the MR-method is the highest. However, Fig. 9a
1035 reveals that ourRN-basedmethod achieves the lowest recov-
1036 ery cost. The transfer costs of the three methods have a small
1037 increase in Fig. 9a. Meanwhile, Fig. 9a shows that our
1038 RN-based method achieves the lowest transfer cost. Hence,
1039 the total cost of our RN-based method is lower than that
1040 of SR-basedmethod and theMR-method in Fig. 9b.

10414.3.2 Impact of the Probability of Packet Loss b

1042Under the previous settings, there are 1,000 switches in the
1043network with Fat-tree topology. We evaluated the impact
1044of b on the recovery cost, transfer cost and total cost of
1045the three methods where the probability of packet loss b

1046increased from 0 to 0.1. Fig. 10a shows that our solutions
1047are always better than MR-method in terms of recovery
1048cost. Moreover, the recovery cost of MR-method is not
1049only the highest but also the fastest-increasing among all
1050recovery costs. The impact of b on the transfer costs of
1051three methods is modest in Fig. 10a. Meanwhile, the recov-
1052ery costs of three methods increase when the probability of
1053the packet loss b increases. The lowest total cost is
1054achieved by our RN-based method without the value of b
1055in Fig. 10b.

10564.3.3 Impact of the Number of Sources

1057We evaluated the impact of the number of sources on the
1058recovery cost, transfer cost and total cost of the three meth-
1059ods where the number of sources increases from 1 to 10.
1060The recovery cost of the SR-based method decreases rapidly
1061as the number of sources increases in Fig. 11a. Fig. 11a also
1062shows that these costs of theMR-method almost keep stable
1063with the increasing of the number of sources because
1064it’s used for single-source multicast. Fig. 11a shows that
1065the MR-method achieves better performance than our
1066SR-based method when there is only one source. However,
1067with the increasing of the number of sources, our SR-based
1068method has a significant improvement. Meanwhile, the
1069performance of our RN-based method is always the best
1070and incurs the lowest recovery cost and transfer cost in
1071Fig. 11a. Fig. 11b reveals that our RN-based method
1072achieves the lowest total cost among the three methods
1073without the number of sources.

Fig. 8. The impact of the variable a on the total cost of the three
methods.

Fig. 9. The impact of the network size on the performance of the three
methods under datacenter networks.

Fig. 10. The impact of b on the performance of the three methods under
datacenter networks.

Fig. 11. The impact of the number of sources on the performance of the
three methods under datacenter networks.
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1075 We compare the recovery cost, transfer cost and total cost
1076 only varying the number of destinations from 100 to 400.
1077 We set the number of recovery nodes to 550 rather than
1078 600 in order to ensure the total number of sources, destina-
1079 tions and recovery nodes is not larger than that of switches.
1080 Fig. 12 shows that the increase of the number of destina-
1081 tions causes the increase of these costs of the three methods.
1082 Fig. 12a reveals that the recovery costs are heavily influ-
1083 enced by the quantity of destinations and have faster
1084 increases than the transfer costs. Meanwhile, our RN-based
1085 method incurs the lowest recovery cost which is almost half
1086 of that of the MR-method in Fig. 12a. Additionally,
1087 the transfer costs of the three methods are similar and are
1088 far larger than their recovery costs in Fig. 12a. Moreover,
1089 Fig. 12b reveals that our RN-based and SR-based methods
1090 always achieve lower total cost than the MR-method.
1091 The transfer cost has a larger influence on the total cost than
1092 the recovery cost. In result, the advantage of the RN-based
1093 method is modest over the SR-based method in Fig. 12b.

1094 4.3.5 Impact of the Number of Recovery Nodes

1095 Without changing other parameters, we increase the num-
1096 ber of recovery nodes from 100 to 700. We evaluate the
1097 impact of the number of recovery nodes on the recovery
1098 cost, transfer cost and total cost for the three methods.
1099 Fig. 13 shows that the recovery cost and the total cost of
1100 both the MR-method and the RN-based method decreases
1101 when the number of recovery nodes increases. Notably,
1102 the recovery cost of the MR-method efficiently decreases
1103 because of the increasing recovery nodes. However, it still
1104 has the highest recovery cost, and the recovery costs of our
1105 two methods are still lower than that of the MR-method in
1106 Fig. 13a. Fig. 13a also reveals that the transfer cost and the

1107recovery cost of the SR-based method are stable because
1108its routing is independent with the recovery nodes. Thus,
1109the decreasing trend for the RN-based method can also be
1110observed by the difference of the results between the
1111SR-based method and the RN-based method. In Fig. 13a,
1112the difference is more obvious when the number of recovery
1113nodes increases. Note that the decreasing trend for the
1114RN-based method is not obvious in Fig. 13b, it is because
1115that the cost for the RN-based method is low. More impor-
1116tantly, our RN-based method achieves not only the lowest
1117transfer cost but also the lowest recovery cost.

11184.3.6 Impact of the Locations of Sources and

1119Recovery Nodes

1120In this section, we evaluate the impact of the locations of
1121sources and recovery nodes on the performance of the multi-
1122cast. Given the number of employed sources and recovery
1123nodes, we compare our RN-based method with the random
1124select method (RS-method), which randomly select the
1125sources and recovery nodes for each destination. Fig. 14a
1126shows that our RN-based method achieves significantly less
1127total cost for the multicast transfer than the RS-method.
1128In this case, given the number of employed sources, different
1129sources are employed under different multicast methods,
1130which incur a different multicast cost. Meanwhile, we can see
1131that more sources are not always to reduce the total cost for
1132the RS-method from Fig. 14a. It is because that more sources
1133could increase more links for the multicast transfer. Further-
1134more, given the number of the employed recovery nodes,
1135Fig. 14b indicates that our RN-based method achieves also
1136less total cost than the RS-method. In summary, the locations
1137of sources and recovery nodes have an influence on the per-
1138formance ofmulticast.

11395 RELATED WORK

1140Traditionalmulticast has attracted a large amount of research,
1141which can be roughly divided into two categories. The first
1142one focuses on reducing the consumption of network band-
1143width. Many multicast services prefer to deliver the same
1144content to a group of destinations along a shortest-path tree,
1145such as PIM-SM [3]. Such methods, however, are not band-
1146width-efficient since each of those shortest paths is calculated
1147independently. The Steiner minimum tree (SMT) [21] is more
1148promising due to theminimization of the number of occupied
1149links for a multicast group. Many approximation algorithms
1150[22], [23], [24] have been proposed to solve the SMT problem,
1151which is NP-hard. There are also overlay Steiner trees [25],

Fig. 12. The impact of the number of destinations on the performance of
the three methods under datacenter networks.

Fig. 13. The impact of the number of recovery nodes on the performance
of the three methods under datacenter networks.

Fig. 14. The impact of the locations of sources and recovery nodes on
the total cost of the multicast transfer under datacenter networks.
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1152 for P2P environments. However, the design of SMT does not
1153 consider the selection of recovery nodes. Moreover, it is just
1154 exploited for one source and is not suitable for uncertain sour-
1155 ces.Hu et al. proposed a newmulticast schemewith uncertain
1156 sources for SDN, called uncertain multicast [7]. However,
1157 they did not consider the reliability problem in their work.
1158 The second one aims to ensure the reliable transmission
1159 of multicast. Nowadays, the reliable multicast becomes
1160 crucial to provide reliable services for many important
1161 Internet and datacenter applications [4]. There are some
1162 source-based reliable multicast methods [5], which suffer
1163 from the scalability problem since only one source node
1164 serves the recovery requests from all destinations. A reli-
1165 able multicast can also be established at the application
1166 level, or by using router-assist [26], [27], [28]. A hierarchi-
1167 cal architecture with on-tree recovery nodes placed
1168 between the source and the destinations is proposed to
1169 facilitate local loss recovery [14], [29]. However, the selec-
1170 tion of recovery nodes has not been considered as an issue
1171 in those work. Recently, Shen et al. proposed the Recover-
1172 aware Steiner Tree problem [6]. It introduces at least one
1173 recovery node between the source and each destination to
1174 facilitate local loss recovery.
1175 SDN brings new opportunities and challenges for
1176 multicast services. Popovic et al. [30] review existing graph-
1177 theoretical algorithms that were proposed to provide node-
1178 redundant multicast-distribution-trees for the smart-grid
1179 setting. Coronado et al. present SM-SDN@Play [31], an
1180 SDN-based solution for joint multicast rate selection and
1181 group formation in 802.11-based networks. Zhu et al. pres-
1182 ent a sender-initiated, efficient, congestion-aware and
1183 robust reliable multicast solution mainly for small groups
1184 in SDN-based data centers, called MCTCP [32]. Zhang et al.
1185 examines a video multicast orchestration scheme based on
1186 SDN, named HCM [33], for 5G networks. Those work just
1187 shows the advantage of SDN while considering the multi-
1188 cast with a single source. However, SDN brings more bene-
1189 fits for multicast with uncertain sources. When a multicast
1190 group is provided with multiple sources and recovery
1191 nodes, they can be jointly exploited to reduce the total cost
1192 of the ReMUS.

1193 6 CONCLUSION

1194 IaaS delivers Cloud Computing infrastructure to organiza-
1195 tions, including things such as servers, network, operating
1196 systems, and storage, through virtualization technology.
1197 In Iaas, resources are available as a service. In this paper,
1198 we propose a novel reliable multicast service with uncertain
1199 sources, named ReMUS, which can efficiently reduce the
1200 network resources consumption. The uncertain sources and
1201 the recovery nodes jointly dominate the performance of the
1202 ReMUS. Although finding such a ReMUS is very challeng-
1203 ing, we design two efficient multicast methods to solve this
1204 problem. Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments
1205 to evaluate the performance of our methods. The results
1206 show the efficiency and effectiveness of our methods.
1207 This paper makes the first step to study the reliable services
1208 of multicast transfer under uncertain sources. We leave the
1209 ReMUS problem with the network dynamic and the latency
1210 guarantee as our future work.
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